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Our questions

• How does social media impact mass media?

• Given the ability to rapidly and immediately disseminate 
information, what are the ethics and responsibilities of news media 
organizations?

• Should the public get detailed information regarding perpetrators?

• Should unsubstantiated theories regarding the mental health of 
perpetrators be part of the story?



Case: Breaking News Phase of 
the Lewiston Shooting 

Coverage



Weds & Thurs: October 25th and 
26th.
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The Mental Health frame



Causation or Correlation or Coincidental or Casual? 

• How should we cover such claims in Breaking News

• How should we not cover? 

• Should we take responsibility for implying a connection (causal or 
correlated) between mental health and mass shooter behavior

• Should we simply disclose what we don’t know, i.e. not certain? 



Causation or Correlation or Coincidental or Casual? 

•Who made the claim on “mental health” as a background fact to the 
shooter? 

•What was nature of the claim? 
• Fully detailed? 
• Partially? 
• Explained



Ethics



Ethics, Journalism and Social Media

• What ethics is and isn’t

• What drives journalistic coverage? 

• A brief on news framing

• What drives social media posting? (“User Generated Content”)

• Social media pressure on journalistic practice



What ethics is not

• Not feelings 
• Not religion 
• Not the same as legal or lawful (laws can become ethically corrupt)

• Not ”what society wants”   
• Not science                   Manuel Velasquez, Claire Andre, Thomas Shanks, S.J., and Michael J.Meyer

• Ethics knowledge is not technical knowledge  Hans-George Gadamer



What is ethics? 

• Regulates power used to take decisions (e.g. journalistic power)

• Standards of right and wrong 
• What humans ought to do
• Usually in terms of rights, obligations, benefits to society, fairness, or specific virtues

• The study and development of one's ethical standards
• Striving to ensure that we, and the institutions we help shape, live up those standards

Manuel Velasquez, Claire Andre, Thomas Shanks, S.J., and Michael J.Meyer

• Ethics is rehabilitated common sense    Ted Glasser

• Individuals interrogate situations and in the process come to know what 
is right



What is an ethical dilemma? 

• Specific situation (not a general question with moral underpinnings) 

• ”Should” questions
• Should I publish this or not? 

• Both options are legal 

 

• ”Ought” questions

• Usually multiple alternatives



Six Sources of Ethical Standards

• Utilitarian Approach

• Rights Approach

• Fairness/Justice

• Common Good 

• Virtue Approach
Markkula Center for Applied Ethics Framework for Decision Making



What drives traditional journalistic coverage? 

• Newsworthiness  (Connects to ratings, engagement, eye balls, attention) 

• How does the news industry traditionally determine 
newsworthiness? 

• News values: Conflict, Controversy, Bad News, Celebrity, Good News, Catastrophe, 
Corruption, Crime. 

• Traditional news values have not been subjected to ethical review. 
• E.g. Is every controversy a real controversy? E.g. climate change. 



Journalistic power: The Invisible Decisions

• How and when does a development become newsworthy? 
• What represents fact and what represents a claim?
• Which facts and claims are elevated, and which ones are not?
• Which narratives are pushed, and which are sidelined? 
• Whose perspectives are centered, and whose are not?
• Whose frames are adopted, and whose are not? 
• Whose lived experiences count, and whose do not? 
• Which cultural threats are exposed and labeled, and which ones are 

ignored? 
• Who is quoted at length and extensively, and who is paraphrased? 
• When does the headline match the story in the body, and when does 

it spin misinformation? 
• When must a piece be labeled opinion, and when not?
• Whose stock pictures are depicted when reporting about a 

profession, and whose are not?



Revisit: Lewiston shootings



Lewiston: Causation or Correlation or Coincidental 
or Casual? 
•Who referred to a “mental health” fact/claim about the shooter? 

• A Maine local authority posted a bulletin. 
• Where: Facebook
• Why: They were responding to the fact that they had some info about the shooter.
• Who picked it up: A ton of news media organizations 

•What was nature of the claim? 
• Reference to mental health in a “concern” like fashion 
• Caveats not listed
• Speculative value for the media



Law enforcement actors are official authorities

• History of trying to influence the narrative early on in the story 

• Hard to reset the narrative later when public attention as diminished 
and more facts come out. 

• Journalists lean heavily during breakings news periods to 
”credentialed” public authorities – elite bias. 



Why focus on the shooter and the chase? 

• News Values

• Public safety: Armed and dangerous

• Dramatic, the chase 

• Ratings

• People looking for certainty of cause. ”Why did he have to kill 18 people?”



Breaking News 

Conventional journalism

• What, Who, When, Where, Why, How
• Break the facts as they emerge
• All the breaking facts are equal 
• Consequences of portrayal inaccuracy 

have mattered less  
• Centering the shooter and the police
• Keep people (watching the news) hooked 

to the chase

Responsible journalism

• Which official statements released have 
unanswered questions? 

• Claims vs facts
• What do we know and what do we not 

know? 
• Who should we center now? 
• What is likely to become clear only after a 

fuller investigation? 



Framing and the News



Framing (verb vs noun)

• Framing essentially involves selection and salience.       Hellsten, Dawson, Leydesdorff (ref.to Entman)

• “To frame is to select some aspects of a perceived reality and make them more salient in a 
communicating text, in such a way as to promote a particular problem definition, causal 
interpretation, moral evaluation, and/or treatment recommendation for the item described.” 
                                 Entman

• Frames are not static but develop over time with the coverage of a specific topic.  
                 Hellsten, Dawson, Leydesdorff



Framing         

• Frames in the news can be examined and identified by “the presence or absence of certain 
keywords, stock phrases, stereotyped images, sources of information and sentences that 
provide thematically reinforcing clusters of facts or judgments.”                Entman 

• “Framing devices” condense information and offer a “media package” of an issue. 
• (1) metaphors, (2) exemplars, (3) catch- phrases (4) depictions, and (5) visual images   
                      News Framing Effects



Apply this Mass Shootings News Framing

• A central organizing idea or story line 

• that provides meaning to an unfolding series of events

• weaving a connection among them. 

• Profiling the mass shooter, framing in mental health as a factor

• Frames may suggest the essence of the issue
           
                   (Gamson & Modigliani, 1987).

                    (News Framing Effects, 2019)



Mental health or illness frame

• Does the “mental health” aspect fully capture the whole person 
behind the mass shooter and their motivations? 



The Role of Social Media



Social media upsides 

• Everyone in countries with enforced free speech protections has a 
voice and hence some communication power. 

• Grassroots populist and anti-elitist communication power can break 
narrative control that elite politicians, CEOs, officials have to put 
own their version of things. 

• Speed and friction-lessness of design (upside and downside)



Social media downsides 

• Design: Equal opportunity to sellers of “Big Lies,” conspiracy 
theories, and political disinformation.

• Triggers “fast thinking” (emotional, instinctive, feelings-driven) 
instead of “slow thinking”



Fast Thinking and Slow Thinking

• Daniel Kahneman: Thinking Fast and Slow
• Our brains operating in two systems, System 1 and 2, both influencing each other. 
• System 1 is the faster, emotional, instinctive, and intuitive brain. 
• System 2 is the slower, lazier, but more deliberate and reasoning brain. On belief, discussing the work 

of 

• Psychologist Daniel Gilbert: “Even nonsensical statements evoke 
initial belief.” 
• “Understanding a statement must begin with an attempt to believe it. 
• “You must first know what the idea would mean if it were true!”
• “Only then can you decide whether or not to unbelieve it.”

Daniel Gilbert: How Mental Systems Believe, essay; Daniel Kahneman: Thinking 
Fast and Slow. 



Fast Thinking and Slow Thinking

• Kahneman

• The initial attempt to believe is System 1 in action. 
• System 2 of our brain is needed to undo it. 
• System 1 does not keep alternatives for critical or deliberate 

comparison.
• System 2 does. But if System 2 is busy, System 1 will jump to 

conclusions.

Daniel Gilbert: How Mental Systems Believe, essay; Daniel Kahneman: Thinking 
Fast and Slow. 



Fast Thinking 

• Mis-framed and misleading claims are easier to take in as “facts”

• “Mental health” – easier to make people believe it if they are rapidly 
and worriedly reading the articles 

• Social Media privileges fast thinking



News Publishers and Social Media 

• Distribution Incentives: Unethical newsworthiness on steroids

• Stories on political controversies, conflict, etc., tend to get more 
engagement 

• Clickbait on social media as traffic pullers 



The Problem: Social Media hurts Democratic 
Culture

• Democratic culture:
• Human rights values (individual): Dignity, Equality, Liberty.
• Collective/community values: Justice, Truth, Cooperation, Persuasion, Peaceful negotiations, Attention 

to the most vulnerable, etc. 

• Modern democracies rely on discourse

• Discourse helps find common ground, persuade, etc.



Discourse ethics 

• Discourse is a process of argumentation where claims (e.g. the Big 
Lie/Stolen Election) are vetted for:
• Authenticity 
• Validity 
• Correctness.  

Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy

• REALITY: Both Journalistic and Social Media Spread Unvetted 
Claims. 

• Social Media much more. 
• Discourse is broken 



Some Ways Forward

Different Approaches



Whose voices?

• Centering voices of 
the impacted people

• Design choices

• Community member 
vs Detached Observer 
(Objectivity)



Solutions Journalism: A different approch

SOURCE: SOLUTIONS JOURNALISM NETWORK





SOLIDARITY JOURNALISM INITIATIVE, UT-Austin, Dr Anita Varma



Framing awareness and literacy for everyone

• Skills

• Spotting frames: “Framing literacy”
• Avoid uncritical acceptance of source-side framing 
• E.g “partisan review” or “audit”   (Wisconsin Milwaukee Journal Sentinel 

e.g.) 
• Help complicate narratives and open up conversations out of false binaries
• Prevent stonewalling, talking past each other 
• Guidance: What is ”ethical framing”? 

• For both journalists and public



Concluding: Questions 
Revisited



Revisiting our questions

• How does social media impact mass media?

• Given the ability to rapidly and immediately disseminate 
information, what are the ethics and responsibilities of news media 
organizations?

• Should the public get detailed information regarding perpetrators?

• Should unsubstantiated theories regarding the mental health of 
perpetrators be part of the story?



What are the ethics and responsibilities of news 
media organizations?



Applying Ethics to Breaking News Coverage

Conventional
• Break the facts as they emerge * All the breaking facts are equal 

• Consequences of portrayal inaccuracy * Centering the shooter/police

• Keep people (watching the news) hooked to the chase

Ethical concerns
• Officialdom’s narrative
• Not synthesizing new frames
• Misplaced fairness around 

breaking facts
• Disproportionality 

Responsible
• Which official statements released have unanswered questions? 

• Claims vs facts * What do we not know? 

• Who should we center now

• Normative
• Centering impacted people
• Humility
• Decide to defer more complex 

facts which might change
• Vet official claims / drop 

uncorroborated ones 



Should the public get detailed information 
regarding perpetrators?
• In the immediate aftermath of a mass shooting, no. 

• Profile details are complicated and tend to change over the first few weeks of 
investigation. 

• State what we don’t know, or could not corroborate upfront. Frame into into the factual 
claim. 

• If the mass shooter is still at large, police may want to put out alerts with detailed info to 
help people stay out of harm’s way. 

• Ask what info is actually needed for the public to stay out of harms way? 



How does social media impact mass media?

• Competing for attention and “engagement”

• Social media trending topics are a metric for journalism 

• Competing for relevance

• Pressure on journalists social media editors, and journalistic practice 

• Unethical pressure: Framing around racy factual claims, speculation.



Should unsubstantiated theories regarding the 
mental health of perpetrators be part of the story?

No. 

Speculation in breaking 
news almost always 
inaccurate. 



Thank you!


